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Legs splay out for 
low-level or table-top shooting

NEW! Split 
center column 
(on M3204X)

x

x

BSRM3004        M-3004       Aluminum Alloy       4       32         20   6.1 (155)      58.7(1760)     18.5 (470)    69.7 (1770)    22.8 (580)    20.1 (510)     4.8 (2.2)    39.6 (18)    $284.95 
BSRM3204X      M-3204X    Carbon Fiber       4       32         20   6.1 (155)      69.3(1490)     18.9 (480)    69.7 (1770)    22.8 (580)    20.1 (510)     3.7 (1.7)    39.6 (18)    $599.95 
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M SERIES TRIPODS

  

What's included: 
Short center column,

custom case, padded strap, 
and tools

What’s included: 
Short center column, with M3004  

custom case, padded shoulder strap, wrist 
strap, extra reversible mounting screw, 

mounting platform and tools
MX Series has split center column

1. Tripod converts to monopod; center column can be attached for   
     even more height.
2. Legs fold up 180° for extra compactness 
3. The center column can be inverted for unusual low angle shots 
4. For speed and convenience, each leg has an automatic leg angle 
    lock mechanism 
5. Short section of split center column allows for low angle or macro  
    shooting 
6. Three position leg angle for uneven terrain 
7. Your choice of economical aluminum or lightweight carbon fiber 
8. MX Series has retractable spiked feet for outdoor photography

Weighing only 4.8 lbs (2.2kg) in Aluminum and 3.7 lbs (1.7 kg) in Carbon Fiber,  this amazing tripod has a 
load rating of 39.6 lbs (18kg) and will easily fit in an air line carry-on!

The M Series tripod has a uniquely designed leg mechanism that allows you to move the legs up to 180°.  
This allows the tripod to be folded significantly smaller than comparably sized tripods with conventional  leg 
designs. Simply depress the leg angle lock and invert the legs 180°. An added advantage is that you can 
keep a ball head on the tripod and it will still fit in the included tripod case. Another advantage is that, like 
the N-series, the M-series can be converted into a monopod.

Features

MOur tallest heavy-duty tripods are 
lightweight and fold compactly.

SIRUI M SERIES
PROFESSIONAL TRIPODS
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Leg converts
to a 

monopod

x

M-3004
Recommended Ball Heads: 
K-30X, K-40X

M-3204X
Recommended Ball Heads: 
K-30X, K-40X

Legs fold up 180° 
for extra compactness

The New Sirui MX Series tripods have all the features of the famous M-Series, with a few added con-
veniences. The new split center column makes changing from the standard center column to the short 
center column fast & easy! By unscrewing the hanging hook from the bottom of the center column, the 
column separates and the short center column remains on the tripod, ready to go. No need to remove 
the full-sized center column and replace it with the short center column. In addition to being a rugged 
tripod, it has the ability to be converted into a high-capacity monopod! This is really convenient when 
tripods are not allowed or when you’re shooting in tight spaces. By attaching the larger portion of the 
split center column to the M-X series you can increase the height of the monopod.

The M Series tripod is one of our tallest tripods. When you need a heavy-duty model, but still want it to be compact, 
nothing comes close to the M Series. Take the M-3204X - it extends to an impressive 69.6 in. (177cm), yet folds 
down to only 20 in. (51cm)!


